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1. TIME WAITS FOR NONE 

 

STRUCTURE: 
A. Introduction 
B. Thesis statement 
C. Meaning 
D. Reasons 
E. Illustrations from different fields 
F. Significance 
G. Time will wait sometimes 
H. Time need not be taken seriously always 
I. Conclusion 

 
A. Introduction 

Mr. X is a Civil Services aspirant. He has cleared Mains Examination and awaits 
Personality Test in few days. He decides to book flight ticket and it was around 11:50 
PM, the moment he decided to book the ticket it was 12:00 AM. His internet pack was 
over. Without other internet or call options he could not do anything. Next day he did 
recharge at a shop and tried booking tickets but all were booked except last one flight 
on the night before his day of interview. In last minute while leaving his home he 
realized he forgot his college degree which should be mandatorily submitted at 
interview and took lot of time to find it. Time for flight has come close and the cab he 
booked dint arrive on time, finally when he entered the airport his flight has just taken 
off. Coming 2000 Kms away from Delhi he planned now to go by car but he could not 
reach interview on time as he was 30 minutes later his admission was denied. It was 
his last attempt and no more attempt is left. 
Yelling on this from the road when he communicated to his mother she said “My son, time 
waits for none, respect it henceforth". 
Delays ranging from nanoseconds to minutes shatters a person's life and life takes a U-
turn. 
 

B. Thesis statement 
In this essay, a thorough explanation of meaning of the idea that “time waits for 
none” is given and related reasons are examined. The message or significance of this 
idea for humans is brought out and finally a flip side of the story is shown. Before 
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